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Loco 7.10ft surf SUP review

summertime
shredding

I took Loco’s wave slaying 7.10ft and put it
through its paces over the course of a few
lump walloping sessions. Read on to see how it
stacked up.

Out of the box
Loco sent me their ‘naked’ version, which I have to

say, I prefer as the weight saving properties of not
having a full deck pad allows for tighter turns and earlier
take offs – basically all round enhanced performance. 

Coming in a sexy looking wood finish with the option for
setting up multiple fin configurations – twin, thruster, quad

or single – with Loco’s 7.10ft you’re poised for battle against
any type of liquid wall that Mother Nature bowls your way.
Even though the 7.10ft is a short SUP it still looks, at least
on land, relatively stable. The width and generous volume
should instil confidence in all paddlers stepping down from
mid-sized 8ft+ SUPs.

Fins
Loco SUPs are supplied with K4 Fins as standard which is
great news for anyone looking at a new Loco stick. The
option for setting up your shred plank just the way you like
it is a massive plus and offers a whole heap of versatility
depending on riding style.
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For paddlers looking for ultimate wave
shredding performance the only way to
go is learning how to ride short surf SUPs.
Looking at all the world’s top paddlers
and they’re usually on sticks less than 8ft.
Short surf SUPs give the manoeuvrability
and performance levels that allow riders
to rip critical sections to bits, punt airs,
slash and slide.



I prefer thruster 
set ups as this suits my riding. I chose a 13” for the
middle box with 11”s on the side for the majority of
the test. Worthy of note; changing your fin set ups
regularly will give differing riding sensations.
Paddlers should experiment as much as possible to
find the correct fin configuration for them.

Into the froth
The offset carry handle makes for a comfortable
journey from car to water and the lightweight
compact nature also helps with the process of getting
to the put in.

Jumping onto the 7.10ft for the first time I was
gobsmacked at how stable this board is. Having tried
similar short SUPs in the past I expected to be using
lots of brace strokes to keep upright and yet this
wasn’t the case here.

Loco have done a sterling job in producing a short
stand up paddle surfing board that’s suitable for
intermediates and up.

Although the board is rock solid, riders will still
need to play about with the paddling sweet spot and
pinpoint exactly where this is. Getting over the first
hump of white water, I found myself in the wrong
place and was unceremoniously dumped in the
drink. After dusting myself down I soon located
where I needed to be and made it out back without
further incident.

The first session
During my first rides I was faced with shoulder high
sets that were semi clean. A light cross shore wind
was blowing causing an annoying step in the wave as
you took off. This meant a fair degree of pumping
was needed to unstick the board and push it onto
the unbroken face.

Once up to speed the Loco 7.10ft loosens up a treat.
Positioning on take off needs to be carefully
considered and fat waves aren’t to this boards liking.
However, give it a bit of vert to play with and the
Loco turns into a race track demon that loves
nothing better than being slung into pitching

sections or chucked into spray throwing tail slides.

Even as the waves started to dissipate and recede,
their steep nature stayed all the way through the
duration of that first session and as long as speed
didn’t become an issue the Loco 7.10ft danced and
lit up like a firecracker.

Subsequent sessions
Unfortunately, summer being the way it is in the UK,
overhead waves have been in short supply through
July and August. This has unfortunately meant that
the 7.10ft hasn’t been up against any serious
opponents.

Although booming conditions have been lacking
there have still been plenty of fun days. During every
SUP session the Loco has remained a confidence
inspiring bit of kit. Even with choppy water states it
retains its composure.

As with all performance orientated SUP surfing
sticks, positioning is everything. Taking off on the
pitching peak of a wave, no matter how small, is the
only way to make it onto the green. Once up and
running it zips and darts about like a hyperactive
Jack Russell.

Although this is to be confirmed, I would expect that
a quad set up would serve riders better as waves
increase in size. Drive and grip would be increased
meaning the speed could be held onto without spin
out. For everything else, thrusters fit the bill perfectly.

Overall
Loco’s 7.10ft is a cracking bit of performance SUP
surfing kit. Bags of performance and sexy looks make
it a great board to own. The multiple fin placements
add a high level of versatility that means wave
slaying antics of all styles will be catered for.

Stability is impressive and based on the conditions I
used it in, this would make an awesome little
summer shred board for mid weight riders.
Heavyweights would do better when waves clean up
and get more powerful.

Our feather light tester loved the manoeuvrability of
the 7.10ft but found it performed best for them with
smaller fins still. Loco’s 7.4ft will offer even more
performance for the light weights among us while
larger SUPers will do better with the Loco 8.4ft.

Tez Plavenieks
Is a freelance writer who loves windsurfing, SUP,
surfing, snowboarding, drums, art and beer. If he’s not
out sliding sideways then you’ll find him producing
articles, stories and content revolving around his
passions.

www.tezplavenieks.com 
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http://www.loco-sup.com/products/
http://www.loco-sup.com
mailto:info@loco-sup.com

